The Ins and Outs of Virtual Credit Cards
Learn how virtual credit cards work and how
they can benefit your company’s bottom line

WHITE PAPER: THE INS AND OUTS OF VIRTUAL CREDIT CARDS

If you are involved in purchasing or financial decision-making for your company, you have likely heard the excitement
surrounding virtual credit cards (also known as electronic or epayables) over the last few years. The payment industry
is moving increasingly towards paperless vendor payments, and it is important to understand how they can benefit your
business and what to look for in a virtual payment provider as you research solutions for your business.

What is a single-use virtual card number and how do payments work?
A single-use virtual credit card number is a unique, 16-digit number tied to a single vendor payment and issued for
a specific dollar amount. Virtual payments are designed to be an alternative to check or ACH payments and can be
accepted anywhere MasterCard is accepted.
What makes virtual payments particularly useful for businesses is that they allow you to set specific dollar amounts
and expiration dates, thus emphasizing the protection of your company’s assets. And because these are credit card
payments, you can earn rebates on every dollar spent - similar to the way a consumer earns cash back on a personal
credit card.
The chart below shows the five main steps involved in processing a virtual credit card. Paying your vendors and suppliers
through a virtual credit card program can eliminate the costs associated with printing and distributing paper checks,
speed up the turnaround time in which your vendors receive payments, reduce the risk associated with lost and stolen
paper checks and make your payment process much more efficient.
Rob Elliot, Chief Operating and Financial Officer at Stansell Electric, explains the benefits of a full virtual payment
program.
“By combining all of our card purchases into one solution, we were able to reduce the resources required to operate our
payment process. As a result, employee productivity has improved, and we have increased visibility to provide employees
with the decision-making data they need for cost management.”
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Why Should I Care About Virtual Credit Cards?
Virtual credit cards can provide multiple benefits for both your business and the vendors you work with.
REDUCE COSTS AND PAPER
Virtual credit cards eliminate the need for paper checks. Loading, printing and disbursing
checks can add up to a significant expense, particularly when the costs for labor and tracking
lost or stolen checks are built in.

IMPROVE CASH FLOW
Virtual credit cards give your business the opportunity to earn rebates based on your business
spend, thus effectively turning your accounts payable department into a revenue generator.

INCREASE WORKING CAPITAL AND FLOAT
Hold cash longer by utilizing your credit card account to pay vendors instead of by check.
Depending on the credit limit and terms you negotiate with your provider, you could extend
cash float by 30 days or more without changing payment terms with your vendors.

MITIGATE RISK
A virtual credit card program allows you to process all of your vendor payments via a safe and
secure platform. This reduces the possibility of lost or stolen checks getting into the hands of
unauthorized users.

STREAMLINE PAYMENT
Virtual credit cards automate the payment and reconciliation process by integrating into
your financial or ERP system. This integration releases your business from the manual work
associated with vendor payments and frees your employees to perform higher value activities.
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What should I look for in a virtual credit card provider?
When researching virtual credit card providers, there are several questions you will want to ask:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does it provide a dedicated implementation team?
Does it have a dedicated in-house vendor enrollment team in place?
What is the process for vendor enrollment after the initial campaign?
Does it integrate fully with your ERP or account system? If not, what are internal IT costs to consider?
What would happen if you add or change treasury banks?
Is rebate paid annually or monthly?
How do they define large ticket spend? Is it defined by interchange qualification or only by amount?
What kind of reporting do you receive on the realization of your program? Is there any benchmark reporting to
measure success?
• What role does the provider play in ongoing enrollments of new vendors?

Summary
A virtual credit card program has many benefits for both your business and your suppliers. It can reduce costs,
streamline processes and mitigate risk for your business. What’s more, the convenience and improved cash flow it offers
your suppliers can serve to strengthen your relationships. Virtual credit cards are widely accepted, and the payment
process is simple and straightforward. When looking for a virtual credit card provider, there are several key things to
keep in mind. Most importantly, look for a trusted, payment industry leader who offers a dedicated support team to
ensure that your business succeeds with its virtual credit card program.
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About NBC Global Innovations
NBC Global Innovations, along with its partners and affiliates, are leading providers of innovative B2B payment and
operating technology utilizing 45 years of experience. By combining these unique capabilities in technology
development, credit card issuing, transaction processing and network ownership, we help our clients build
electronic payment programs that positively impact their bottom line and operate their businesses more efficiently.
We continuously evolve our products by focusing on our customer’s needs to provide security, accessibility, and
profitability.
Our partnership reaches globally to companies in 50 countries managing near 2 billion fleet, corporate purchasing,
payroll and healthcare transactions annually.

www.NBCInnovations.com
payments@nbcinnovations.com
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